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Abstract. Voting is a glocalized event across countries, states and municipal-
ities in which individuals of all abilities want to participate. To enable people
with disabilities to participate accessible voting is typically implemented by
adding assistive technologies to electronic voting machines to accommodate
people with physical and visual disabilities. To overcome the complexities and
inequities in this practice, two interfaces, EZ Ballot, which uses a linear yes/no
input system for all selections, and QUICK Ballot, which provides random
access voting through direct selection, were designed with multi-modal inputs
and outputs to provide one system for all voters. This paper reports on the results
of Phase I usability testing of EZ Ballot with 21 adults with visual, dexterity and
cognitive limitations, which indicated the need for the second interface and
describes the Phase II efficacy testing of both interfaces that is currently
ongoing. Participants performed a standard set of voting tasks including: voting
for one and two candidates, using the write-in function, voting on a referendum
and changing their vote. Task performance was recorded by video. Post-trial
interviews solicited feedback about ease of use and preferences. Overall, the
study demonstrated that people with different limitations could perform voting
tasks on a single system, although their preferred input and output methods
varied, suggesting that providing flexibility through multi-modal inputs is
important to ensure participation of all individuals in the voting process.

Keywords: Accessible voting � Ballot design � User interface � Multi-modal �
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1 Introduction

Voting is a glocalized event across countries, states and municipalities in which
individuals of all abilities want to participate. Compared to older voting system tech-
nologies such as paper ballots, levers, or punch cards, newer electronic voting
machines that provide random access selection of candidates have the potential to
enable individuals with a broad range of disabilities to vote independently through the
use of a variety of multi-modal inputs and outputs [1, 2]. To date in the U.S. and many
countries, providing voting accessibility has focused primarily on accommodating
voters with vision and dexterity impairments, which are the types of limitations that are
most likely to impact use of electronic voting machines. Not surprisingly, accessibility
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for these users has primarily been accomplished through the addition of alternative
inputs (e.g., track ball) and outputs (e.g., speech recognition) to existing hardware
and/or software architecture. However, while the added-on features may be technically
accessible, they often more complex and difficult for poll workers to set up and require
more time for the targeted voters with disabilities to use (e.g., listening to each can-
didate selection in a contest one at a time) compared to the direct selection interfaces
(e.g., point and click) that enable voters without disabilities to select any candidate in a
particular contest at any time. Moreover these interfaces generally do not address the
needs, and can exacerbate difficulties experienced by voters with cognitive limitations.

To address the complexities and inequities with the accessible alternatives, a uni-
versal design approach was used to seamlessly integrate a range of integrated input and
output (I/O) interfaces with two new ballot interfaces, EZ Ballot and QUICK Ballot, to
provide one voting system on a Windows Surface tablet for all voters. In addition, EZ
Ballot was designed with a linear, binary yes/no input system for all selections that
fundamentally re-conceptualizes ballot design to provide the same simple and intuitive
voting experience for all voters, regardless of ability or I/O interface used. In contrast,
QUICK Ballot, uses touchscreen input system to provide random access selection that
minimizes voting effort. Nonetheless, whereas the provision of universal design voting
systems is important to ensure participation of all individuals in the voting process, the
proliferation of electronic and mobile devices suggests that glocalized development of
universal design systems has implications for participation of all individuals in all
aspects of the society.

2 Background

Voters with vision, cognition and dexterity limitations experience different types of
problems using accessible voting machines. For blind and visually-impaired voters,
voting takes significantly longer (31 vs. 5 min) compared to sighted voters [2] and
navigating a ballot often leads to confusion [3–5]. These difficulties can often be
attributed to the accessible features that are added to standard ballots, which are
designed to be used visually. For voters with cognitive limitations who can be confused
and overwhelmed by the amount of information and visual complexity of a full-face or
the lack of overall orientation in page-by-page ballots, there is a need to incorporate
more cognitive supports [6].

To provide access to voters with dexterity limitations, a variety of assistive tech-
nology inputs (e.g., sip-and-puff, jelly switch devices) have been added to voting
machines. In addition to creating set up problems for poll workers who are unfamiliar
with these input devices [5], they can negatively affect the voting experience. In
contrast, simple touch screen and gestural input could ease physical effort.

A number of efforts have been undertaken to develop alternative ballots, such as the
zoomable voting interface which provides an overview of the entire ballot as well as a
detailed zoomed view of each race [1], and Prime III, which offers multimodal touch
and/or voice and/or A/B switch inputs [7]. However, each of these systems only
accommodate voters with specific limitations. To date, there are no voting systems that
accommodate all voters across the range of ability.
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3 Ballot Design

EZ Ballot breaks down the voting process (e.g., contests, candidates, review of the
ballot and casting the ballot) into simple questions that are easy to understand and
answer using either a “yes” or “no” response, which provides consistency and sim-
plicity. Each screen contains only one question that is presented both visually and
verbally (see Fig. 1). For example, “Do you want to vote for democratic Barack Obama
& Joe Biden for president and vice president?” will be displayed visually and through
audio. The question itself serves as a prompt that can remind and orient voters.
Responses on the existing prototype are limited to pressing a physical buttons on the
left and right sides of the device or by using touch buttons on the screen.

Design decisions for the two interfaces were based on the UD Principles [8]
described below.

Principle 1. Equitable Use. The design goal is one voting system for all rather than
accessible design for people with disabilities. As a universally designed system, the
ballot design avoids segregating or stigmatizing users by providing the same means of
use for all users.

Principle 2. Flexibility in Use. The use of two ballot interfaces, in itself, provides
flexibility in use. In addition ballot I/O features were specifically designed to accom-
modate a range of abilities including the cognitive, visual, and manipulative abilities
that are most likely to be adversely affected by ballot design. Multimodal inputs include
physical tactile input, touch screen input, and gestural inputs. The prototype of the
physical tactile buttons (see Fig. 2) are two conductive rubber buttons covered with
aluminum metal. For both ballot interfaces, physical tactile buttons and touch screen
buttons are placed on each side of the screen where the tablet is typically held. Speech
inputs for EZ Ballot allow voters to answer either “Yes” or “No” verbally. This also
ensures privacy as others do not know the specific candidate that is being selected
(i.e., any audio output is provided through headphones). Gestural interfaces can be 2D
touch gestures that use of fingers on touchscreens or 3D air gestures that involve free
movement in space [9]. Although not yet developed for the working prototype, the goal

Fig. 1. EZ Ballot (left) and QUICK Ballot (right) interfaces
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is to embed 2D multi-finger gestures (e.g., pinching and scrolling) for magnification
and navigation which recognizes defined gestures, such as swipe, circle, or zoom, or a
gestural development kit, which permits user-defined gestures such as a check. For 3D
gestures Kinect technology or Apple iSight, which recognizes air gestures using the
iPad camera, will be used to record head gestures, such as shaking up and down, or
hand gestures, such as thumbs up or down. The ballots were also designed with
multimodal outputs that use visual, speech, and tactile feedback to provide orientation
to the structure of the ballot (i.e., a progress bar to identify where the voter is in the
voting process) and non-speech cues (i.e., sounds) to provide feedback about indicate
that the voter actions (e.g., candidate selection) have been recorded. To ensure that all
users have access to all inputs and outputs, the default mode is to have all modalities
turned on rather than forcing users to select those that they need and then limiting the
types of modalities.

UD Principle 3. Simple and Intuitive Use. While many users are familiar with ran-
dom access direct selection on touchscreen interfaces, QUICK Ballot is a familiar,
intuitive interface. However, for those who are not familiar with these types of inter-
faces or are unable to see the touchscreen, EZ Ballot has a simple and linear structure
that provides two main advantages: directed guide and matched audio interface.
Directed guide allows users to follow a particular sequence of steps so that users can
easily manage to stay focused. Studies [10, 11] have suggested a linear structure rather
than a hierarchical information structure for low-literacy or novice users because they
lose focus during navigation. In addition, the nature of the linear structure resembles
that of the linear audio interface, which can benefit users who are visually impaired or
reading disabled.

UD Principle 4. Perceptible Information. EZ Ballot integrates simultaneous visual
and audio output interfaces desired by visually-impaired voters [3, 5], rather than using
separate outputs that are found on most current systems. In addition, all touch screen
buttons provide redundant visual cues through color, icons, and text. Internationally
recognizable green and red represent “Yes” and “No” buttons are also differentiated by

Fig. 2. Multimodal inputs of EZ Ballot prototype
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text and common icons. The tactile cover that sits above a touchscreen helps users with
limited or no visual abilities who have difficulties to locate the virtual buttons on the
screen. The initial tactile cover indicated the location of virtual control buttons by
adding indentations to the inner edge of the frame.

Principle 5. Tolerance for Error. The ballots provide verification to confirm a
selection or identify mistakes during voting process. EZ Ballot has two levels of
confirmation, a prompt after each yes or no response (e.g., “Are you sure you want to
vote for Daniel Court?”) with reversion back to the previous selection question when
users press “No”. In both ballots a sub-review message (e.g., “You voted for Daniel
Court”) reverts back to the first candidate page when users press “No”.

Principle 6. Low Physical Effort. To reduce effort in pressing buttons while holding
the device, “Yes”/“No” buttons are located along the sides of the device where they can
be activated by a user’s thumbs or fist. In contrast the random access system of QUICK
Ballot is designed to reduce the time and effort of using a linear selection system.

Principle 7. Size and Space for Approach & Use. All soft buttons provide large
enough target size (i.e. minimum width measure of 20 mm) [12] for users with a range
of dexterity. All the buttons are placed in the corners or the edges of the screen
allowing easier navigation for blind or visually-impaired users [13, 14].

4 Phase I. User Studies of EZ Ballot

Twenty one adults (11 female; 10 male) who are eligible to vote participated in the
study. These include visual disabilities (6 blind, 6 low vision), dexterity disabilities
(2 no arm function, 2 hand dexterity limitations, 1 wheelchair user), and 4 mild cog-
nitive disabilities. All participants were native English speakers. The age range was
21-64 years, with a mean age of 45.4 ± 11.74 years. Participants’ mean level of
self-reported touch screen devices was 6.00 ± 3.2, where 1 = novice and 10 = expert.
Twelve out of twenty one participants were smartphone owners.

4.1 Procedures

After signing an informed consent form approved by Georgia Tech IRB, pre-trial
interviews consisting of demographic information including age, types of disabilities,
previous touch screen experiences, and smartphone ownership were conducted. Par-
ticipants then simulated voting tasks as directed (e.g., voting for one candidate, voting
for two candidates, reviewing the vote, and changing the vote) using EZ Ballot. During
the trials, researchers observed the participants’ interaction and recorded usability
issues. Following each test trial, participants completed a post-trial interview to elicit
qualitative feedback about the usability of each design feature (e.g., ease of use, pre-
ferred input). Each session lasted 90 min.
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4.2 Results

Participants self-reported their perceived ease of use on voting using just “Yes” and
“No” as a range from 2−5 with a mean of 4.2 ± 1.0 (where 1 was very difficult and 5
was very easy). Participants who responded that Yes and No voting was very easy
commented that the Yes and No voting is simple and intuitive enough to vote inde-
pendently: “I think it simplifies it. It makes it easier and you don’t have to think about
it.” Participants who responded that “Yes” and “No” voting was difficult commented
they had some difficulty with touch screen itself. Significantly, smartphone users’
reported statistically greater (p = .042) perceived ease of use of EZ Ballot than
non-smartphone users.

Participants’ preferences for input methods were varied. Ten participants (50.0 %)
preferred to use touch screen input. Four (three blind, one dexterity) (20.0 %) preferred
to use physical push buttons. Three participants (15.0 %) preferred to use the stylus:
one low vision participant used stylus to help reading the text, one cognitive participant
commented that stylus is comfortable because of the habit of using the pen, and one
dexterity participant used mouth stick since he had no arm functions. Three (two low
vision, one dexterity) (15.0 %) preferred to use speech input: “I can just say ‘Yes’ and
it will repeat back who I voted for. That would be the best I think”. One dexterity
participant commented that he would choose the speech input over his mouth stick if it
responds well.

4.3 Discussion

Overall, the Phase I study demonstrated that individuals with various types of dis-
abilities could perform voting tasks on a single voting interface, EZ Ballot, using their
preferred inputs. Despite the high self-reported rating and positive feedback such as the
simple linear process, redundant confirmation messages, and helpful audio guidance,
the user study recommended the refinement of the user interface (i.e., instruction pages
and tactile cover design) and providing enhanced features (i.e., custom adjustment
settings and direct selection of candidates). The issues included locating the “Yes” and
“No” buttons (58.3 % coming from visually-impaired users), changing a vote (28.6 %),
going back (23.8 %), and selecting a candidate (19.0 %). Overall, the issues came from
confusion in understanding the instructions for EZ Ballot and the linear interface,
which may not be as familiar to most touch screen interfaces, which use direct
selection. In addition, negative feedback includes a lack of control of visual and audio
characteristics, dissatisfaction with the linear design, and vagueness about the use of
the tactile cover design. Based on the user study, a number of design changes were
made, including the addition of the direct touch QUICK Ballot interface and refine-
ments to the tactile cover and instruction pages.
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5 Design of the QUICK Ballot Interface

Participants who have enough visual abilities and touch screen experience preferred
direct selection among the list of candidates rather than going through each of the
candidate’s pages as well as the capability of going back to the previous pages. Thus, a
random access ballot structure that uses a touchscreen to provide direct selection of
candidates as an alternative means of input was designed. The visual appearance of
QUICK Ballot (see Fig. 1) is similar to a standard ballot, although, other than the linear
structure, it incorporates the same universal design features used in EZ Ballot. When
the user touches the box of the candidate’s name, the box changes to the highlighted
dark background and white text with a check mark icon that visually emphasizes the
selection of the candidate. If the user wants to change the selection, the user can touch
the box again to deselect the candidate. For navigating through the page of contests, the
user can touch the “Next” and “Back” buttons located at the bottom corner of the
screen.

The audio interface of QUICK Ballot provides unique touch speech interactions,
particularly for visually-impaired users. Using a “touch to hear” feature [15] the user
can hear what is being touched on the screen including a dragging motion of a finger
along the screen. For example, when a voter is touching the candidate name “Joseph
Barchi and Joseph Hallaren/Blue” the voter can hear the text “Joseph Barchi and
Joseph Hallaren Blue party”. The voter can drag the finger on the screen to scan all the
names of the candidates. When the voter finds the desired candidate’s name “Daniel
Court and Amy Blumhardt/Purple”, the voter can simply lift his/her finger to select the
name and hear the sound “Selected Daniel Court and Amy Blumhardt Purple party”
(Table 1).

5.1 Tactile Cover

The tactile cover that sits on top of the touchscreen (see Fig. 3) enables users with
limited or no vision to locate the 3 control buttons on the screen (i.e., contrast, text size
and audio speed). The initial tactile cover indicated the location of virtual control
buttons by adding indentations to the inner edge of the frame. The refined tactile cover

Table 1. Differences between EZ Ballot and QUICK Ballot
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design is simplified with raised tactile indicators that allow users to find the edges of the
screen as orienting cues without inadvertently activating the touchscreen control but-
tons adjacent to the tactile indicators.

5.2 Instruction Pages

The instructions were redesigned as a four-page section at the beginning of the voting
process. To maintain the “Yes” and “No” binary structure of EZ Ballot, each
instruction page provides a “Yes” touch button to go to next page and a “No” touch
button to skip the instructions. The first page explains how to select and navigate using
“Yes” and “No” buttons. The second page describes the locations of the 3 control
buttons that can be found using the raised tactile indicators. It also describes how to
adjust the volume using the tactile rocker switch on the side of the tablet. The third
page explains swiping gesture used to navigate between contests and candidates
(Fig. 4). Swiping is visualized using horizontal and vertical navigation dots. Finally the
fourth instruction page describes the use of the scroll buttons. Each instruction page has
constant audio instructions that can be turned on and off depending on the user’s need
and preference.

Fig. 3. Tactile cover

Fig. 4. Instruction page for swiping gestures
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6 Phase II. Efficacy Study

Efficacy studies are currently being conducted to determine the effectiveness, efficiency
and user satisfaction for both EZ Ballot and QUICK Ballot using metrics recommended
by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization (ISO 9241-11, 1998).

Specific hypotheses include:
H1. The performance on the voting tasks using QUICK Ballot will be faster than EZ

Ballot for navigating and selecting candidates, but will result in more erroneous selec-
tions and more assists compared to the performance on the voting tasks using EZ Ballot.

H2.2. People with vision loss will have higher satisfaction with EZ Ballot
compared to QUICK Ballot; whereas people without vision loss will have higher
satisfaction with QUICK Ballot compared to EZ Ballot.

H2.3. People with vision loss will prefer to use EZ Ballot, whereas people without
vision loss will prefer to use QUICK Ballot.

A total of 30 participants, including people who are blind or have low vision, and
people without vision loss are being recruited. Participants perform three trials of
voting tasks using the two ballot interfaces. The order of the ballot interface is coun-
terbalanced across participants. The first trial includes adjusting custom setting process
for those who need, instructions how to use the particular ballot interface, and voting
tasks. The voting tasks include voting for one candidate, voting for two candidates, and
voting for one candidate in a long ballot that requires page navigation. In each trial,
participants are given a slate with names of candidates and choices of propositions that
they are supposed to vote. To reduce the memory loads, participants vote for candidates
with the same names on each contest. For example, using a slate I, participants vote
John Smith and Daniel Lee for all three contests. The reason for doing second and third
trials is for the purpose of measuring the learnability. Thus, the second and the third
trials require participants begin voting without going through instructions and custom
setting process.

Each participant is randomly assigned to use one of the ballots first and the other
second. Participants perform a total of three trials with same ballot contents. For the
first trial, they are given instructions for the ballot interface and given a chance to adjust
any settings. They then perform a series of voting tasks (e.g., voting for one candidate,
voting for two candidates, voting for two candidates in a long ballot, voting for ref-
erendum, reviewing, and changing a vote) on a slate that provides all the candidate
names and choices for the selection. Participants are asked to complete the voting task
accurately. After the first trial, participants provide their feedback on the ballot inter-
face. For the second and the third trials, participants are asked to begin voting without
instructions. In the each trial, participants again perform the voting tasks based on a
Slate provided to them and then complete a post-trial interview. At the end of third trial,
participants provide their preferred ballot interface and the reasons why. A repeated
measures analysis of variance using a within-subjects factorial design (two ballot
interfaces x three trials) will be used to examine significant differences in quantitative
measures of task performance (i.e., task completion time and number of errors) and
qualitative measures of user satisfaction/preference.
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7 Discussion

In addition to the ballots themselves, this paper makes two important contributions to
the field of universal design. First, it makes a strong case study for extending the
Universal Design Principles beyond the physical world to the design of digital inter-
faces. Whereas there has been past criticism that the Principles only apply to physical
artefacts, this project used the Principles to seamlessly integrate physical hardware and
a digital ballot to develop a product that would be usable by all individuals. Second, the
project suggests that two ballots, both designed according to Universal Design Prin-
ciples, can be differentially usable by individuals with disabilities. This approach
clearly distinguishes this project from previous efforts, which have focused on devel-
oping one universal design solution for everyone. Whereas, this “one-size-fits-all”
approach is useful to prove the efficacy of UD, it assumes that if equitability (Principle
1) and usability (Principles 2−7) are achieved, that the UD artefact will be desirable
and effective for all users. This approach fails to consider that the 7 UD principles are
not black and white, but shades of grey that may require trade-offs in design that favor
one principle over another. In contrast, using different “doses” of various principles,
this project designed two different UD ballots. It is expected that both ballots will
achieve equitability and usability, although it is hypothesized that the degree of
usability (as measured by speed and errors) will vary according to a user’s abilities.

These assumptions appear to be born out based on preliminary data from the
Phase II study. Early findings indicate that participants with and without vision are able
to use both ballots independently. However, users with vision loss make fewer errors
and prefer EZ Ballot; while users without vision loss make fewer errors and prefer
QUICK Ballot. Clearly, these findings begin to suggest that while UD, by definition, is
design to be usable by all people by the greatest extent possible, this does not mean that
design is equally usable by all people. Rather, by applying the Principles of Universal
Design, designs, whether physical, digital or a combination of both, may not only be
differentially usable based on ability, but they may also be differentially desirable based
on preference. Most importantly, this suggests that universal design does not dictate a
one-size-fits-all approach, but rather celebrates flexibility in use.
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